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QUESTION 1

How does Prometheus gather information about monitored hosts and services? 

A. It implements the ICMP and SNMP protocols to ping and query remote services. 

B. It opens a webhook where monitored applications have to submit various metrics. 

C. It uses HTTP to retrieve JSON encoded metrics from the monitored objects. 

D. It queries a relational database for metrics written to the database by monitored applications. 

E. It runs scripts on the Prometheus server which perform tests and return various metrics. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://dzone.com/articles/monitoring-with-prometheus 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements is true about load balancers? 

A. Load balancers are a security risk because they obfuscate the origin of connections. 

B. Load balancer help to improve the availability and scalability of a service. 

C. Load balancers are a single point of failure because they cannot be deployed redundantly. 

D. Load balancer require access to private keys in order to be able to forward HTTPS traffic. 

E. Load balancers cannot use connection content, such as HTTP cookies, to route traffic. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of the command vagrant init? 

A. It installs Vagrant on a Linux host. 

B. It creates a Vagrant configuration file. 

C. It downloads a Vagrant box. 

D. It starts a Vagrant box. 

E. It executes a provisioning tool in a running box. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

What has to be done to configure Filebeat to submit log information to Logstash? (Choose TWO correct answers) 

A. Replace the input section of the Logstash configuration by a filebeat section. 

B. Ad dan output.logstash section to the Filebeat configuration and specify the Logstash server in that section\\'s hosts
attribute. 

C. Install Filebeat on the Logstash server and allow the Linux user running the Filebeat daemon to login to the remote
host via SSH without using a password. 

D. Add a beats section to the input section of the Logstash configuration. 

E. Add the IP address of the Filebeat node to the option accept option in the section acl of the Logstash input
configuration. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements are true about an object storage system as OpenStack Swift? (Choose TWO correct
answers) 

A. Objects can be associated with CORS headers which are served to a client retrieving the object. 

B. Object names are not allowed to contain the / character because all objects are kept in a flat hierarchy. 

C. Objects with a name ending in .htaccess are parsed as configuration files to limit access to other objects. 

D. Objects are accesible vi HTTP and, given appropriate permissions, can be embedded in a web site. 

E. Objects flagged as executable can contain script code which is run on the object store when the object is accessed. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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